
Net Promoters Score (NPS®) is a  

powerful tool that can help measure  

and track your brand’s performance  

from your customers’ perspective. Take 

a look at how VantagePoint was able 

to help one client, Carolina Biological 

Supply, improve its performance and 

customer satisfaction. 
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ABOUT NET PROMOTERS SCORE
Net Promoter was first introduced as a customer loyalty metric by Fred Reichheld 
in a 2003 article in the Harvard Business Review. Designed to be a simple, less 
complicated method of tracking a brand’s performance, a company can obtain its 
Net Promoter Score by asking customers a single question: “How likely is it that you 
would recommend the company to a friend or colleague?” 

Based on the responses, which are rated from 0 to 10, customers can be categorized 
into one of three groups: Promoters (9-10 rating), Passives (7-8 rating), and 
Detractors (0-6 rating). The overall Net Promoter Score is taken from the percentage 
of Promoters minus the percentage of Detractors. 

Furthermore, for those customers who respond with a score of 8 or less, a follow-up 
question is asked: “What would it take to have you score the company a 9 or 10?” 
Feedback from this follow-up question provides tremendous actionable content 
that the company can use to strengthen its performance in the customer’s eyes and 
improve loyalty. 

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Carolina Biological Supply, a leading global supplier of biological and science 
teaching materials based in North Carolina, was just like many companies: it was 
good at what it did, and it had loyal customers and a viable business model.

But not everything was perfect. Carolina Biological had implemented an 
Enterprise Resource Planning system in early 2003; however, the integration  
of the system into daily operations was not smooth. As a result, complaints grew 
about key service issues, such as product availability, product backorders, and 
billing errors. The executives recognized that in order to protect the company’s 
revenue base, something needed to be done; they needed to win back old 
customers, as well as win new customers.

EXPERIMENTING WITH A SOLUTION
Carolina Biological began to research ways to proactively learn about customer 
concerns and implement a way to prevent them from recurring. Jim Parrish, 
President & CEO of Carolina Biological, had read about the Net Promoters Score  
(NPS) in Fred Reichheld’s book The Ultimate Question, and weighed the possibilities  
of applying the NPS principle for Carolina Biological.

Leaders at Carolina Biological contacted the research team at VantagePoint  
to determine if there were a way to adapt the NPS question—“Would you  
recommend our company to a friend or colleague?”—to Carolina Biological’s 
needs. The company wanted to gain whatever insight it could about the 
satisfaction of Carolina Biological’s customers so that the company could  
become more customer-centric.

VantagePoint was eager to help. For the next several weeks, the VantagePoint 
research team conducted in-depth interviews with Carolina Biological’s key 
current and former customers. The goal was to quantify what it meant to be 
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a “satisfied customer” of Carolina Biological. The interviews helped Carolina 
Biological understand why customers left and how to win their business  
back, as well as what the key drivers of satisfaction were for its loyal customers. 

From this field research, VantagePoint then created a custom survey instrument 
to track customer responses and satisfaction over time in an objective way. 
The online survey asked the ultimate question: “How likely is it that you would 
recommend Carolina Biological Supply to a friend or colleague that needed the 
products/services that Carolina delivers?” In addition, customers were asked to 
rate the company’s performance compared to its competitors on nine key drivers 
of satisfaction, which were identified in the previous interviews. The survey 
also included an open-ended question asking what it would take to increase 
the customer’s likelihood of recommending Carolina Biological. Once Carolina 
approved the survey structure, VantagePoint began surveying customers.

“We’ve been doing this now for nearly four years,” says George Ross, VP Sales & 
Marketing at Carolina Biological. “VantagePoint conducts the survey four times a 
year and surveys our more recent customers.” He feels it is important that a third 
party conducts the interviews, as they are more objective and the customers 
speak more freely. 

After the data is collected, VantagePoint analyzes it and produces a report. 
Carolina Biological then reviews the findings and tracks the overall NPS score and 
ratings for the key satisfaction drivers. “What we need are actionable results,” he 
says. Carolina Biological also personally contacts customers reporting an issue 
within 48 hours of their response.

 When implementing Net Promoters, the first step is to have an insight meeting to  

 define objectives and goals. Those objectives drive the structure of the survey, which  

 is the next step in the process. Once the results are back from the customer survey,   

 they are analyzed and put into a customized report. The report identifies the strengths  

 and weaknesses that were identified by the customer. The company would then make  

 adjustments accordingly and reevaluate the customer base after a given amount of time.    

The beauty of NPS is how easy it is 

to implement and grade, and how 

the consistency of the score makes 

improvement simple to track.



GROWING RESULTS
The application of the NPS survey with Carolina Biological has been hugely 
successful. Over a three-year period, the company’s Net Promoters Score has 
improved by 88%.

The target audience could see the difference as well. “I think our customers 
noticed when we started doing this,” George says.  “We really hadn’t paid that  
close attention to customer satisfaction in the past, so this was a new path for us. 
Our score has improved over time. As we discovered services issues, we invested 
time and energy to improve those elements.” 

Customers provide detailed responses about what is working and what isn’t. Their 
verbatim comments also reflect a definite change in perception. One customer 
said, “Love your company, love your products and I will definitely continue 
returning to do business with your exceptional staff.” Another said, “I have really 
seen a huge improvement in your overall accuracy, delivery and availability of 
materials over the last five years.” 

The NPS survey helped Carolina Biological focus on key service areas. The survey 
also helped identify problems that were not on the company’s radar yet; this 
allowed Carolina Biological to correct issues before they grew into larger problems 
with other customers. When Carolina Biological identifies and implements an 
operational change as a result of the survey, they pass that information on to its 
customers as well. 

The beauty of NPS is the amount of insight the feedback provides. In addition to 
being easy to implement and track, the simplicity of the score makes it easy to 
communicate and share throughout the organization. From the production floor 
to the top office, everyone can understand the metric, aligning all towards the 
goal of improving customer satisfaction. 

“We do share insight [with the customers] on our improvements. We follow up 
with those who have made suggestions to notify them of the change, and we call 
customers frequently who have had a poor experience,” George says. 

 “We’ve certainly noticed that our comments are much more positive,” George says. 
“I don’t see us going away from this any time soon.”

Net Promoter, NPS, and Net Promoter Score are trademarks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company, and Fred Reichheld.
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VantagePoint is a nationally recognized 
marketing and advertising agency where 
keen insight and fresh ideas blend to positively 
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and Charlotte, NC offices, we provide integrated 
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